eSCAN ELITE (ESN3000)

$1,795.00

eSCAN ELITE QUICKLY diagnoses tough drivability problems!

All scantools display DTCs and allow you to view PID Data. Most tools just suck out data and spit it raw, onto the scanner screen.
They ignore valuable clues that help fix cars. That's because they just don't have eSCAN ELITE SharpshooterTM diagnostic tool
box, an entire set of built-in assistants that search and interpret data. eSCAN ELITE is like a diagnostic compass that points you
in the right diagnostic direction. For your convenience, eSCAN ELITE is available with corded or wireless Bluetooth interface that
avoids needless cables and shop clutter. Order your eSCAN ELITE and start fixing cars faster—today!
The ESCAN ELITE is a very different type of data retrieval system. It allows the technician access to the on-board vehicle data
and turn this data into useful information to understand where problems lie within an engine control system. Not only skilled
technicians but, technicians of all levels can harness the power of the ESCAN ELITE. The ESCAN ELITE color codes the data
for easy recognition of a problem with; “green” being good, “yellow” being marginal, “orange and red” being bad. It really is that
easy. The technician can also activate a voice mode and the ESCAN ELITE will talk to the technician alerting them of problems
within the engine control system as they happen. The ESCAN ELITE is the next level of a diagnostic tool helping the technician
understand what is happening with the vehicle.
Now you ask, “What makes our eSCAN so special?” Fair question: simple answer. eSCAN is the only smart scan tool of its kind.
If you aren't sure what a smart scan tool is, ask yourself these questions:
► Does your scan tool have a list of special diagnostic PIDS?
► Can your scan tool calculate and display catalyst efficiency?
► Can your scan tool tell you if the air/fuel ratio is correct: if the MAF is working properly?
► Does your scan tool display fuel trim charts at different engine speeds?
► Does your scan tool calculate volumetric efficiency?
► Can your scan tool translate Mode 6 data to simple English?
Those other tools just suck out data and spit it raw, onto the scanner screen. They ignore valuable clues that help fix cars.
That's because they just don't have eSCAN Sharpshooter diagnostic tool box, an entire set of built-in assistants that search
and interpret data. eSCAN is like a diagnostic compass that points you in the right diagnostic direction. For your convenience,
eSCAN is available with corded or wireless Bluetooth interface that avoids needless cables and shop clutter. Order your eSCAN
and start fixing cars faster—today!

This complete kit includes all items listed on page 2

eSCAN ELITE User Interface

6ft USB Cable

USB Bluetooth Adapter

eSCAN ELITE USB Program Card

